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Ico and the Sacred Cave is middle quality historical fiction that takes place in the Caribbean during
Christopher Columbus and his encounters with the Taino Indians. Although it shows the tradition and beliefs

of his tribe, the novel can be about Ico's struggles with bullying, identity as a young brother, and selecting
his own exclusive place in his tribe. It's an adventure story and a coming of age tale about Ico, a twelve year

old Indian boy. Along the way, he meets Ana, a young Indian gal, and finds new issues in his romantic
relationship with her.
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I browse Ico and the Sacred Cave and like the reviewer above I go through Ico and the Sacred Cave and like
the reviewer above, We appreciated the research of pre-Columbian Taino lifestyle. Cathy has skillfully
interwoven that knowledge into a smooth fictional tale of a young man of that time period. I completely
enjoyed the coming of age story of Ico on his island in the Carribean. Anyone who has a pre-adolescent in
the family should consider providing them with this book!. Adults who read the book as good will enjoy the
wealth of detail about the pre-Columbian Taino lifestyle .. Great YA reading for just about any child
specifically if they might be heading on a cruise to learn the history of the islands they will be visiting. The
story is definitely delightful and skillfully informed. Adults who read the reserve as well will love the wealth
of details about the pre-Columbian Taino culture of the Carribean.
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